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Chairman’s View
Not a lot, bin on me hols.
On the positive side: Mike Roberts was at the last “Pit Stop” which took place
at Orwell Motorcycles, so get back soon Mike.
Staying positive: Richard, Acting Vice Chairman, and if you’re nice to him,
Chairman Elect 2008, entertaining you all at September group night. Be
thankful for the joke, as he has been known to sing. Thanks Richard.
Almost positive: Our day trip to France just made the numbers to make it a
goer. Next year we may expand this to a long weekend!
The negative side: Associate Training: Paid up associates that don’t want to
go out regularly with their observer. It is important that observed rides are
ongoing weekly / two weekly, whatever suits. Any associate who cannot make
this commitment should advise our Training Co-ordinator, Sue Smith, when
allocated an observer.
This group has gone from forward since its inception. Lots of members, past
and present, have been responsible for the fact you are reading this Newsletter
or sitting down here tonight. BUT it can only continue with YOUR help.
If you have ridden anywhere special, visited places or points of interest, have
anything to share with like minded motorcyclists, we need you to come along
to an Events Ideas Evening next Monday, 22nd October at Gt. Blakenham 7:30
pm.
All you need is an idea which can be kicked around and make into a group
event.
This will be the first Events Meeting. All are welcome.
Can’t make it, but have an idea, telephone Chris Smith / Keith Gilbert.

Keith Gilbert
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Secretary’s Scribbles
Short of inspiration for this month
article, I decided to have a quick
peek at some of the things I’ve been
inflicting on you since I got landed
with, sorry was honoured to
become, your Secretary.
Wow, I didn’t realise just how
much I whinge! I seem to be a
candidate for my favourite TV
show…Grumpy Old Men!

So trying to be positive I went for a ride on my bike only to find the headlight
bulb had blown again! This is the second time it’s happened. The bike has
two dipped beam bulbs and Sods Law stated that this time it would be the other
one! The last time it happened, I had a quick look in the owners’ handbook. It
looked simple enough, pull down a spring-loaded flap, move the backing board
to one side and twist out the bulb…simple! Simple that is, if you can reach it.
One needs to put a hand up inside the fairing, totally blind into a space
somewhat smaller than my hand. The result was I became trapped by my hand
and I had a rapidly growing fear that I would have to get the wife to call out the
Fire and Rescue Service. Then I remember how those guys enjoy using their
cutting gear! Once the hand was finally removed (battered and bruised) I
gratefully paid Chris Self’s staff £25 to do the job for me. Asking how they
managed it, the reply was “with a lot of swearing”. Needless to say this time I
didn’t even attempt to do it myself. So this month’s moan is “Why do
manufactures insist on making bikes ever more home maintenance
unfriendly?”
According to my brother-in-law, his mate’s Yamaha TDM 900 has to have the
radiator drained and partially removed to get access to the spark plugs! Do you
have any stories of woe to add to this?
I had an interesting time recently at the Bury St. Edmunds “Krazy Horse”
Custom Show. I can’t really say that I’m into the custom scene but you can’t
help but appreciate the amount of time and effort that these guys put into
producing what can only be described as works of art. However some look as
if they were never intended to carry a human being.
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It’s almost time once again for the annual pilgrimage to Birmingham for the
Motorcycle Show. I’ve done it every year now for at least 10 years and still
get a strangely boyish pleasure from sitting on almost every bike I can.
(However last year I’m sure it was the mountain climbing task of scrambling
onto KTM’s off-road bikes that caused my knee injury!) It’s also a good place
if you need any items of bike clothing, (particularly if you’re an odd size!)
I usually go by coach because the journey to Birmingham is not a particularly
pleasant one and the beer they sell in the National Exhibition Centre can be
quite reasonable, (anyone remember Brew XI?) This year Beestons are doing
an excursion on the 25th November at a cost of £32……if you fancy keeping
me company!
As the nights begin to draw in, there’s perhaps less opportunity to ride the bike,
so now is perhaps the time to start planning biking tours for 2008. I’m sure we
can’t have another summer as disappointing as 2007, and if we do, perhaps we
need to take our bikes a bit further south. If you are planning any trips why not
tell the rest us by penning an article for the SAM Observer? I might even join
you …. if invited!
Martin Andrew

New Members
A warm welcome is extended to our most recent new members:
Darren Bishop

Barry Debenham

If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and
we will put that right.

Test Passes
Congratulations to Peter Craven and John Horsley for passing their IAM Test.
Peter’s observer was David Rudland and John’s was Derek Barker.
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Academy Of Motorcycling
DSA - Approved Motorcycle Training
CBT - Compulsory Basic Training
DAS - Direct Access Scheme
Courses & Individual Lessons
Standard Test Training
Advanced Riding Techniques
(RoSPA Diploma Qualified Instructor)
Excellent All Week Training Facilities
Prices Guaranteed to be Unbeatable

Check Prices & Availability then Book Online
www.AcademyOfMotorcycling.co.uk
Tel: 01449 775776

Calls Taken All Week 8 till 8

Carole Nash Insurance
Motorcycle insurers Carol Nash are now "rewarding" SAM with a £ 20-00
incentive for each new group member who takes out a new policy. The free
phone number to call is 0800 083 4422, contact name is Barry Dixon.
Please quote to Carol Nash number 1597 this will ensure that SAM get the
money. This offer does not apply to renewals

Bennetts Insurance
If you take out a new policy with Bennetts please quote T2983 (Training
School Number) as this will earn SAM £30.
Please note, if you buy online you will have to phone Bennetts with this
number. This offer does not apply to renewals.
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Write to Reply
Just got to have a poke at Keith Gilbert and his slating of GPS and all things
modern, whilst I fully agree with his view on the delights of ending up where
you get to when touring philosophy, not everyone has his confidence.
I can claim some small experience of map reading as in a previous life I was a
lorry driver and then a haulier so I do know how to get from A to B. However
what is wrong with making use of things modern, some of which I list
herewith, GPS, ABS, TCS, heated grips, panniers that do not leak, clothing that
does not leak, digital cameras, bikes that start on the button and do not leak oil,
bikes that keep going ad infinitem ect ect.
Until I see Keith and Maureen arrive on something like an Aerial Square Four
and wearing x army dispatch riders gear and open face helmets I will not
believe that he does not take advantage of what is currently available.
Go on you old London Luddite admit it, some modern things are great.
John Goodwin

Have Your Say
John’s reply is in response to Keith’s ‘This, That and The Other’ article about
GPS in the August edition. He felt strongly enough about the contents of the
article to send in his views to the Editor.
If you feel strongly enough about the subject matter / content of an article
published in the SAM Observer and wish to air your views or simply join in
the debate, please put pen to paper or finger to keyboard and ‘Write Your
Reply’ to the SAM Editor. Contact details can be found on page 3.
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Observer News
Congratulations to Dave Bunn, Tony Chyc and Mark Selwyn for qualifying as
and joining the Observer ranks.

Caption Competition
Come up with the funniest caption for this photo, kindly supplied by Keith
Wright, and win a bottle of wine tonight.

Write your name and
caption on a slip
provided and post it in
the competition box.

Judging will be performed by the Editor, with help from the committee and the
winner will be announced at the end of the evening.
Please send your photos, electronic or hard copy (which will be returned) to the
Editor for selection in next month’s edition.
P.S. Please don’t send images sourced from publications / the Internet,
as they are Copyright protected and SAM can’t afford the law suite!
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Me and My Honda NTV 650
Eight years ago I bought a Honda NTV 650 with 14,000 miles on the clock. I
paid around £1,500 for this motorcycle.
This was the first time I ever owned a shaft driven motorcycle which was new
to me. This bike has Dunlop tyres on which I and Dunlop never got on very
well with, so I had to be careful.
For the first two years of owning my bike I only did about 6,000 miles per year
and found going around bends took sometime to get used to.
So in 2002 I did my Advanced Motorcycle Test which has fine tuned my riding
skills and helped in lots of ways with my riding, as I ride all year round.
So why am I writing this, well eight years on and the engine still going as
strong as ever and still getting about 50 MPG & 200 miles per tank of fuel,
which I think isn’t too bad after 100,000 miles under my belt with the old girl.
So who ever said bikes don’t get better as they get older well bull***t….
Yes my bike is still fun to ride, as always I could do with better headlights and
better brakes on the front end, but overall Honda have made a great motorbike,
as with other models having been made since the NTV like the new Hornet as a
report said this year.
Yep I’ve done 100,000 miles on this bike in eight years, oil changes every
12,000 miles and spark plugs and other fluids and filters as well. As for tyres
the bike was on cross plys for about four years then I found out I could change
them to radials. Front and rear were changed onto Michelin Macadams 100x
which transformed the riding of the bike. On the front I got about 45,000 and
the rear I got 23,000 out of which I couldn’t believe the only bad thing is that
Michelin have stopped making the 100x and have changed it to a sport type
tyre now which costs lots more money. When I had cross plys they wouldn’t
do as much mileage or grip as well. Having the radials on has made the bike
nicer to ride around bends and up motorways, also gives a smoother ride for
me & better feel for the road.
I had to have a new rear disc this year after 110,000 miles, which the garage
fitted for me. David took the bike for a test ride and said he couldn’t believe
the miles on the speedo, he thought it had only done 10,000 not 110,000,
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because I look after my bike so well. He calls me a proper biker who rides all
year round. The master cylinder had to be replaced after 96,000. It lasted quite
well considering how many times you use the front brake going through towns
or out on the open road maybe a lot or not.
So Happy Birthday to my NTV 650 machine. Just watch this space to see how
far she goes… Yep and she still keeps up with the sport bike riders around the
B roads.
Words by Philip Sells

FOR SALE - Top box rack and fitting kit for a Honda ST1300 - 2002 onwards.
Will take a GIVI or KAPPA top box. Hardly used as new. £30.00
Call Reg on 07718 781238
FOR SALE - Genuine Honda Fly Screen for CBF 500 with all fittings in a
good condition. £35.00 ono
Call Steve on 01473 430643
FOR SALE – BMW R1100RS, Y Reg 2001, Silver, 60K, full service history,
full BMW luggage, ABS, heated grips, new rear tyre, Taxed & Tested to Feb
2008. £3,000 ono
Call Henry Johnson on 07855 522460
Send your classified items to sam.editor@hotmail.co.uk
Price for non-member classifieds is £5
The SAM Observer October 2007
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This Internet shop allows you to purchase regalia of the Suffolk Advanced
Motorcyclists group. All profits will go to SAM's charity which is Riding For
The Disabled.
Samples are on display and for purchase on Group Nights. See Mrs. Terry
Brooker for details and to view a printed version of the catalogue.
http://sam.spreadshirt.net

NB. This is just a small selection of the items available. There are over 90
items in various colour combinations. If you want something with different
colour combinations, just ask and we will see what we can do.
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November Breakfast Run
Sunday 4th November – Stradishall Café,
CB8 9XX
Meet at Tesco Ipswich at 9:00 am
Ride Co-ordinator is David Rudland
(01473 401362)
Leave Tesco towards town, at Holiday Inn T/L onto
A1071 S/P Hadleigh / Boxford at junc A134 T/R
A134 S/P Sudbury at 5th R/A join
B1064 S/P Long Melford, just thru Long Melford
T/L onto
A1092 S/P Cavendish / Clare. In Clare T/R onto
B1063 S/P Chilton St / Stradishall at junc
T/L onto
A143 Café approx 1 mile on right.
Check all routes with your Road Map (and/or see the map of the destination in
the Calendar on the SAM website) before setting out, then maybe no one will
get lost. Even better, take the route and a road map with you.
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Social Rides
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the
vehicle at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group
activities and that the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist cannot and
do not accept any liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage to
vehicle occurring in the course of any rally or other event organised by the
Group. Any member attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own
risk and must maintain their own insurance to cover any said injury to person
or damage to vehicle.
Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committees
guidelines as follows:
You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map / the route






If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine.
Be responsible for your own safety
Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time.
Have a FULL tank of fuel
No more than 5 in a group
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So You Think You Know ……?
Mrs Terry Brooker
You can usually find Mrs Terry Brooker
promoting SAM mugs, T shirts and
other regalia at club nights. Terry
(Teresa), 52, from Clacton-on-Sea is
married to club member Terry (Terence),
known to their friends as Mr T (I like the
sound of that) and Mrs T. It’s a family
we should know well, since twin brother
John is an Associate, while his wife
Debbie is a full SAM member. Not only
that, but son in law Dom has been a
member since 2006 after receiving a
Skills for Life package as a gift.
Terry hails from Harwich area, but moved to Mr T’s home town of Clacton-onSea as a teenager. They eventually met in Suffolk as 16 year olds at Whatfield
gliding club on Boxing Day 1971. Clearly impressed by Mr T’s long blonde
hair and glider flying skills, they were engaged by Easter, but waited 4 years
before marrying and celebrated 32 years of marriage just last month. Terry
works part-time for a local charity known as Family Support – Clacton while
Mr T is a bus driver for First in Colchester.
Terry’s passions are 10-pin bowling and motorcycling, along with family life,
reading, walking, gardening and wildlife (that’s countryside, not partying). In
fact she qualified as a 10-pin bowling coach and is proud to have been invited
to be part of a team which coached young bowlers to reach Team England
standard. Biking didn’t have to take a back seat as she loved riding up to the
bowling centres at Wolverhampton, Nottingham, Derby and Enfield.
Terry’s introduction to bikes came from her parents who rode in their younger
days. She rode pillion with Mr T, accompanying brother John as the boys both
passed their tests at 16. Mr T’s first real bike was a Ducati 160 which his
father helped finance in the belief that 160cc wouldn’t cause too much harm.
However, it was one of the first bikes to have the Desmodromic Valve System
and for a small bike it went, two up, like a rocket. Mr T’s father never knew!
Terry’s first experience of riding from the front seat was with that Ducati. Mr
T gave a 2 minute lesson at the airfield in how to ride a bike, but failed to give
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advice on how to stop, so Terry did the classic learner fault of freezing with an
open throttle and promptly rode the bike straight into a prickly hedge. Mr T
was highly amused, but enjoyed the sound of silence for a while after that!
Cars displaced motorbikes as marriage, mortgage and motherhood took over.
Terry worked at a Clacton solicitors office as a legal secretary before her two
daughters came along. She did own a Honda PC50 moped and a Honda C50
motorcycle that was used for commuting. Later she did the admin work for the
manufacturing business owned by Mr T (a skilled toolmaker). Ill health
overcame Terry at this point, but recovery began with some clear goals and
objectives. Hence her bowling coach credentials and then a birthday surprise
from Mr T in the form of a CBT course.
CBT and then IAM training was completed with Mick, the IAM Examiner for
Colchester, who Mr T assisted as a CBT Instructor. Mr T did his IAM training
with Mick and the main topic of conversation at home revolved around
motorcycles and training. The learner bike was a 2 stroke Suzuki TS125 with a
kick start, followed by a Yamaha Diversion 400 and a Kawasaki GPZ 500S
which did around 750 miles a month, travelling the length and breadth of the
country. Terry bought her current dream bike, a Kawasaki ZZR 600 in 2004.
Since Mr T rides a Honda Pan European they have enough space to carry a six
berth tent, together with all the trappings of camping comfort. Fellow campers
have commented that the bikes must be like Dr Who’s Tardis, but packing
takes a long time apparently.
Mr and Mrs T came to SAM in 2005 after meeting Phil Sells at one of the
Wednesday meets at Great Bentley. Phil received special and sincere thanks
for his efforts in maintaining SAM’s presence there. Terry acknowledged that
volunteers really do help to promote the Club and bring SAM to the attention
of bikers.
Terry worked hard promoting the club in 2006, but due to family commitments
is now supporting SAM more behind a table or computer as Secretary to the
Chief Observer and in running the Regalia Shop. Youngest daughter was
married in May and the eldest daughter is to marry next April, so she is hoping
that finances and time will be more available in 2008.
When I heard that Mr T is training to be an observer, I thought of a variation of
J F Kennedy quotation “Ask not what your club can do for you, but what you
can do for your club”. Well it always depends on what time we have available,
but well done and thanks for setting such a good example.
[Words by Nigel Hydes]
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Events Update
Can You Help?
Listed below are forthcoming events, where some require help to promote
SAM and the IAM. Can you help? Volunteers can be either full or associate
members, unless stated specifically. Please let the event co-ordinator know
where and when you can help.
Suffolk Police Bike Safe
We will only require four people for each of these, as there are only approx. 16
motorcyclists on each course. Please let Phil Sells know the dates you are
available. (01255 242723)
Courses start again in the spring of 2008.
Go on – it’s only a couple of hours work, promoting SAM and IAM.
Motorcycle Dexterity and Control Days (a.k.a. Slow Riding Days)
There are no further sessions this year, so you’ll have to wait until early next
year to benefit from this excellent training. Sessions are usually booked for
Sunday morning at Sidegate Lane School, Ipswich, and start at 09.00am sharp
and end 12.30 – 13.00 depending on numbers attending.
(http://www.sidegate.suffolk.sch.uk)
You’ll need to take a drink and
something to eat as breaks are scheduled but there are no cafes nearby.

Dates are:

Early 2008

We need some Observer volunteers to assist the Seniors, and some members to
attend! Register your interest with any of the Committee members.
This is a valuable opportunity to practice some slow speed control techniques
that you will probably not get anywhere else – everyone who has participated,
whatever their skills and experience, has learnt something from these sessions.
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Eastern Lights
An annual charity event for which we provide marshals. Took place his year
on Sunday 29th July.
See Sean Miles article, in the August edition, ‘Eastern Lights - Thoughts of a
Virgin Marshall’ detailing his experience of the event.
If you haven’t taken part before it is a great spectacle with around 1000 bikes
making their way in a procession from Norwich to Lowestoft. Why not think
about volunteering as a marshal for this event next year?
Youth Hostel Association (YHA) Membership
Did you know the club has a group membership card with YHA? Anyone can
use it (minimum 3 in a group) so if you are interested, contact Keith Wright to
obtain the card. (01473 431796)
First Aid Course
St John Ambulance have agreed to run courses for us in Emergency Aid for
Motorcyclists. We need to know who would be interested in this before we
book it – reduced rate (approx £45 per person) if we get enough people
(minimum 10 to run course).
Please register your interest with any member of the committee.
Training is expected to take place at Bramford Training Centre on a Saturday
TBA. You could save a fellow riders life!
Great Bentley Green - Bike Meet
Phil Sells has made the decision not to attend Gt Bentley for the remainder of
this year. Attendance will recommence in May 2008 and Phil could do with
the help of a few volunteers so he doesn’t have to do it all himself!
Contact Phil on 01255 242723 if you can spare a couple of hours on a
Wednesday evening at any point throughout next summer to chat to riders and
promote the group.
Maybe this would be a good one for some of our younger members to get
involved with!
The SAM Observer October 2007
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SMART
RIDER

•

Novice Try-a-Bike Sessions

•

Compulsory Basic Training

•

125 cc & Direct Access

•

Rusty Riders Refresher

•

Riding Skills Development

Professional Motorcycle and
Roadcraft Training on a one-to-one
basis (except CBT) in
Bury St. Edmunds
Contact Tony Fuller on
07763 018027 or 01440 786928
www.smartrider.co.uk
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Safety SAM
The Highway Code
On average over one million copies of the Code are sold each year, making it
one of the major non-fiction bestsellers. In fact it is one of the few books in
print that can lay claim to saving thousands of lives. When it was first
launched in 1931 there were just 2.3 million motor vehicles in Great Britain,
yet over 7,000 people were killed in road accidents each year. Today there are
more than 27 million vehicles on our roads but, thanks to greater public
awareness, advances in technology and the introduction of British
Summertime, only half the number of road deaths occur. However, that still
leaves plenty of room for improvement.
Some things have not changed over the years: the very first edition of The
Highway Code urged all road users to be careful and considerate towards
others, putting safety first. However, other aspects of the code have changed
considerably. For example, in 1931 mirrors were not even mentioned and
drivers were advised to sound their horn when overtaking.
Nowadays, advice on how to cross the road fills a whole chapter, but in the
early days it only merited a paragraph. On the other hand, more than a third of
the original 24-page booklet described the various hand signals the police and
road users should use, compared to the single page given to the subject in the
current edition.
The 1931 edition:
• cost one old penny
• was the only one to carry advertisements, for the AA, The Autocar
magazine, The Motorcycle magazine, Castrol Motor Oil, BP, Motor
Union Insurance and the RAC
• contained 18 pages of advice, com-pared to 93 pages in the 1999 edition
• included advice to drivers of horse drawn vehicles to ‘rotate the whip
above the head; then incline the whip to the right or left to show the
direction in which the turn is to be made.’
Since those early days, regular revisions of the Code have reflected changes in
technology and developments in traffic management and road safety.
Diagrams of road signs - just ten signs in all - were first seen in the second
edition, as was a warning about the dangers of driving when affected by
alcohol or fatigue.
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Stopping distances made their first appearance in the third edition, along with
new sections giving hints on driving and cycling. The 1954 Highway Code,
complemented by brand new colour illustrations, gave over the back cover to
first aid guidance, while the expanded traffic signs section contained the first
triangular warning signs.
The arrival of motorways in the late 1950s led to the inclusion, in the fifth
edition, of a new section on motorway driving, explaining such things as how
to use exit slip roads and advising drivers to avoid drowsiness by stretching
their legs at the parking or service areas. By the sixth edition in 1968
photographs and 3D illustrations had been included to help make rules clear
and the price had risen from 6 old pence to 1 shilling and 3 pence (1/3d). After
decimalisation reprinted editions cost just 6 new pence.
The 70-page 1978 edition introduced the Green Cross Code for pedestrians and
the new orange badges for the disabled. Prompted by soaring car crime
statistics, the amended version contained advice on vehicle security. The
1990s saw a new format taller booklet and the inclusion of a section geared to
the new driving theory test, which in the current edition has now become part
of the Code itself.
Friday 28th September saw the release of the latest version of the Code with,
for the first time, over three hundred rules. Additions include:
• Highways Agency Traffic Officers
• Vehicle & Operator Services Agency Officers
• Speed limits shown in kms as well as mph
• High occupancy vehicle lanes
• Reference to distractions to avoid while driving
• Home Zones and Quiet Lanes
• Merging in turn
• Safety code for new drivers
Reading and understanding the Highway Code is a great asset to assist you to
read the road ahead and develop your riding plan. When you signed for your
licence when you first passed your test you agreed to drive / ride in accordance
with the Code and to stay updated as it changed. Not knowing it is no defence.
Hence the code is now being promoted on a “for life, not just for learners” basis.
The latest version costs 250 new pence or you can visit
http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/TravelAndTransport/Highwaycode/index.htm
For a different take on the Highway Code visit http://www.mywaycode.co.uk/
Safety SAM
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School of Motoring
DSDSA Approved Driving Instructor
Member Driving Instructors Association
Member Institute of Advanced Motorists (Car/Motorbike)

Door to door tuition
Pass Plus
Refresher Courses
Extended test tuition
Theory test and Hazard perception training
Competitive rates
Discount for block booking
*Special rates for students
**Special discounted rates for SAM
Members/Associates and their immediate
family
Tom Coomber (SAM’s ever friendly
Associate’s Co-ordinator)
Tel: 01473 735 931
07774 853 241
www.615school-of-motoring.com
*Upon presentation of a student’s registration card
**Subject to point of pick-up/drop-off
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FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRES

AUTOFIT(Ipswich) Ltd
OUT FOR A SCRATCH OR A LONG
DISTANCE TOUR HAVE A WORD
WITH ADRIAN
“GOOD ADVICE FOR SURE”
KEEN PRICES, HELPFUL ADVICE…
Autofit (Ipswich) Ltd
8-10 Britannia Rd., IPSWICH, IP4 4PE
Tel: 01473 723325 Fax: 01473 274966
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Our Venue
Group Nights start at 7:30 pm on the third Monday of every month
at Great Blakenham Village Hall

We have a “No-Smoking” policy in the meeting room.

Please leave quietly, and return
all chairs back to the storage
trolley provided.
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Events Diary
Monday 22nd October

Events Ideas Evening
Gt. Blakenham Village Hall 7:30 pm

Thursday 25th October

Roadcraft Theory Night
Gt. Blakenham Village Hall 7:30 pm

Sunday 4th November

Breakfast Run
Stradishall Café. CB8 9XX

Monday 19th November

Group Night – Chris Mitchell
A Weekend & Track Day in France
Gt. Blakenham Village Hall 7:30 pm

Thursday 29th November

Roadcraft Theory Night
Gt. Blakenham Village Hall 7:30 pm

Sunday 2nd December

Breakfast Run
Fairlands Café, Wymondham.

Membership Fees for 2007
Full Member £15.00
Associate £85 (Skills for Life)
Includes the current issue of “Pass your Advanced Motorcycle Test” and your
IAM Test fee for new members
Expenses to Observer for observed rides is £10.00
Friend of the Group £6.00
For spouse, partner, friend or colleague of a group member. The Newsletter is
not included in this price
Joint Full Members £18.00
Membership entitles you to 1 Newsletter per couple and to attend monthly
Group meetings which will encompass both riding and safety techniques,
speaker on interesting and varied subject, Group rides at weekends and
evenings and the fellowship of like-minded people.
Please support us by renewing and helping the Group to flourish in the cause of
safer motorcycling.
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Ed’s Soapbox
Welcome to the October edition of the SAM Observer.
Thanks to John Goodwin for his reply to Keith Gilbert’s GPS article from the
August edition and Philip Sells for his ‘Me and My Honda NTV 650’ article.
If you’re reading this at group night, why not have a go at the Caption
Competition, the prize being a bottle of wine and giving all those present a
good laugh. I shall try not to giggle or laugh out loud whilst I’m judging your
entries.
My trip to the Dales in September with the North Wales Dragon Riders was an
absolute blast. I rode some amazing roads, saw some fantastic scenery,
practiced a significant amount of machine control and enjoyed the social
gatherings with a great bunch. Oh yes, nearly forgot, I also capture some
‘interesting’ video. I think the number of adjectives used reflects how much I
enjoyed the trip! Enough of this for now, however look out for my article in
next months edition. I shall leave you with this ‘still image’ from some of my
video, which I shall be making available on-line.

Chop Gate on the B1257
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On Sunday the 7th I helped out
on the SAM stand at the
Copdock Motorcycle Show.
When I volunteered to help out I
was also asked if I wouldn’t
mind showing my Hornet. I
agreed but then realised I had to
clean it first! My son Adam also
came along and was instrumental
in helping to hang the SAM
banners. He was the only one
who we could give a shoulder
ride too in order to reach the roof
beams! All the bikes on the
stand generated a great deal of
interest and helped to initiate a
lot of the conversation with the
public. There was also a great
deal of interest in the Free
Assessment Ride offer, which
will have taken place yesterday.
How did the Continental Virgins get on, on their trip to France with Keith &
Maureen? If you took part, why not put an article together for the SAM
Observer describing your experiences. Perhaps you could include such things
as your fears, expectations, the weather or just anything humorous that
occurred during the trip?
On a future events front, how do you fancy a weekend in France combined
with a track day? If so, don’t miss Novembers Group Night; Chris Mitchell is
coming alone as guest speaker to give us the details.
Cheers
Steve Gocher
Safety Notice:
If you attach a camera to your bike, once its set up and you hit record and move
off you must ignore it. Under no circumstances should you attempt to operate
it, interact with it or be distracted by it in anyway whilst on the move.
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GREENS
MOTORCYCLES
YAMAHA
SALES # SERVICE # MOT
For

TRAINING # REPAIRS

PEDDARS LANE, BECCLES
Phone (01502) 712370
Fax (01502) 711689

